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SLOWING THE AGING PROCESS HUMAN BODY

Accumulator of the therapeutic protein:

It is known that one of the main causes of seniors death is a pathologic cells
transformation, which have been convoluted their biocycle. If due to biofield, warn
the pathologic cells transformation and stimulate the regeneration of natural cells
with surrogation of convoluted cells for another, it is possible to obtain almost the
endless rejuvenescence of human body, keeping youth and health for years.

However, it is known that highly differentiated cells (the cells of cerebrum,
amacrine, myocardium and others) have no restorative capacity and function in
body only during their bio cycle. Is it right? Research in recent years (La Vail,
Factorovich, 1991) has shown that even such highly differentiated cells as
amacrine cells possess the ability for regeneration under the influence of so-called
fibroblast growth factor. The last one is formed by regenerating cells. By
regenerating growing cells! Therefore, if the regeneration process of any cells will
be start, then due to chemical agent (the growth factor), it is arises the regeneration
of other cells, including highly differentiated cells.

If there is a regeneration of highly differentiated body cells, then it is also
possible a process of constant renewal of human body cells. And this is a way to
longevity and eternal youth. How to start the system of constant renewal of body
cells? This will be discussed below in text.

Each cell of living bodies on the mother Earth consists of protein. That is
why inherently we are the protein structures.

The proteins are a living base, whereas prime cause for body revitalization is
the quality of your nutrition. At this, proteins take the first place by priority in
nutrition

1. The first vital function of proteins is structural. Its aim is construction of our
body.

We eat food and we need to digest and master it. All this food is strange for our
body. We need the ferments (enzymes) to digest it. The ferments inherently are
protein molecules and existing at all living cells.
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2. The next vital function of proteins is immune.

Today many people strengthen the immunity, stimulate it, bolster and are
engaged in its preventive measures. In fact, the immune cells, which are in our
body, are divided into two large groups:

•such as "eat" strange, alienus, harmful to body cells - macrophages;

• such as form the antibodies (immunoglobulins).

Antibodies (immunoglobulins)- are the immune proteins, which formed by our
immune system in response to penetration of allogenic agents, including viruses,
bacteria, protozoaires. Antibodies protect our body against diseases. Therefore, the
immune function of a protein inherently depends on whether you sufficiently
provided body with protein. If it is absent, then none immunostimulators will help
you, moreover, if we will start artificially redirect insufficient protein in favor of
the immune system, then will suffer other our structures, which are also depend on
the protein. Therefore, our immune will not be healthy without enough quantity of
protein.

3. One more protein’s function is inherited.

The body generated a special type of protein, such as nucleic acid, which
synthesizes two the most important inherited structures in body. These are DNA
and RNA, the specific nucleic acids, which are programming our inheritance. After
deciphering the human genome, scientists found that 80% of people on the planet
do not grow to their genetic level. The reason is protein malnutrition at growing
child in boyhood days. Moreover, today it is known the hundreds of inherited
diseases coming from the defects of the ferments.

So, thanks to aforesaid, we have clarified that the proteins are an indispensable
component part of any person’s life, and the body become impaired, if they are not
enough.

Therefore, I pay your attention onto completely new in the world practice a
natural product OMARIDINTM, which is consisting of 100% of the plant origin
components. simultaneously restores, fortifies the immune system – this is where
its advantage lies.
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It is peculiar to him (body) to repullulate to the primeval state, by ridding the
body from the "evil" at the cellular level, therethrough slowing down the aging.

When using the product in a normal (preventional) daily consumption, a
person can avoid such serious diseases, as:

• malignant swellings;

• diseases of the ventricle and intestine;

• hepatopathies;

• diseases of the gastro-intestinal tract;

• diseases of the spleen;

• arthronosos, and so on.

The OMARIDINTM protein has antibiotic properties, the ability to protect
the consumer against bacterial microflora putrid and pathogenic, and the strange
microflora of mold (fungi).

Besides antibiotic, OMARIDINTM has a capacity greater than that of
bacteria, the most undesirable to decouple the milk ingredient to the body at any
age - lactose.

Even during the culture, the product becomes too quickly whole milk lactose
to lactic acid and carbon dioxide, which increases the antibacterial properties of the
final product (for example, sour milk, yogurt), on the one hand and on the other,
causes the bacteria are left without their "food" favorite - lactose. The product
eliminates the effect of swollen belly, and fermentation in the gut.

When taken, the product shows a hypoallergenic effect, saving function of
enterocytes in the production of lactose, and the need of the organism to produce
the enzyme β-galactosidase, which makes the milk of lactating animals derivatives,
by their properties, closer to human milk.

1. OMARIDINTM product, unlike bacteria (including lactic acid bacteria) no
harmful to the body oils, which are permanently in the body (blood vessels, liver,
kidneys, and subcutaneous fat). The product prevents obesity since the body is not
subject to the impact of hepatic lipase in the blood.
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2. This ingredient, OMARIDINTM, contains no protein D (dextrorotary) -
amino acids are one of the most important factors in aging and the accumulation of
failures in the human gene. This property allows to reduce the production of
oxidase by the kidneys.

D-amino acid, in normal conditions, is exhausted to anyone achieve majority.

3. OMARIDINTM product is a good preventive measure against
atherosclerosis.

4. OMARIDINTM does not change (unlike the bacteria) valuable sulfhydryl
groups (SH), used by the liver to maintain its antitoxic function in inactive and
dangerous disulfide groups (SS), and also he himself bears and producer SH-
groups that make good health.

5. OMARIDINTM prevents the transformation of D-amino acid, L-
methionine to homocysteine - a substance that accelerates the process of ageing
and becomes responsible for their apoptosis of cells.

6. The proteolytic properties of OMARIDINTM allow to achieve a mass of
protein, fully prepared for digestion, and hypoallergenic.

7. The waste products from Endomyces Omaricum have anticarcinogenic
pronounced effect (preventive and therapeutic) treatment of cancer, and they
maintain and enhance antitumor immunity.

8. OMARIDINTM is capable to conclude in the protein structures free
inorganic forms of such important microelements, as:

• Iron

• Copper

• Zinc

• Selenium

These microelements are contributing to the hematopoietic function of the
body, their muscle and intellectual activity, cognitive skills, the aesthetics of the
body as well as the protection of reproductive and antitumor functions of an
organism.
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9. The lactic acid which saturates the OMARIDINTM dairy products,
decoupling lactose, prevents the formation of kidney stones, blood vessels, joints,
intervertebral spaces.

10. The waste products from OMARIDINTM avoid fibrosis and fatty
degeneration of organs, including the liver, and are indicated in the treatment of
hepatitis from any source.

11. Dairy products obtained from OMARIDINTM, have a pleasant smell and
taste, never become bothersome as they are a well-balanced protein by its
composition of amino acids which rich in L-tryptophan (factor of lack of
discomfort, and a source of happiness hormone synthesis - serotonin).


